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The abundance of primordial light nuclei at the beginning of the Universe, during the so called Big
Bang Nucleosynthesis era (BBN), can be estimated by means of Cosmology, Particle and Nuclear
Physics. The first two give the environmental conditions and information about nucleons present
at that time. The last one describes how those primordial nucleons fused themselves in order to
produce the first light elements: helium, lithium and beryllium. The measurement of the nuclear
fusion cross sections at energies of interest for BBN are thus very important. These cross sections
are generally very low (from pb to fb and even smaller) and often impossible to be measured at
laboratories on the Earth’s surface due to the presence of cosmic rays. The only possibility is
going deep underground where this kind of background is suppressed. Today, the only facility in
the world able to do this is LUNA (Laboratory for Underground Nuclear Astrophysics), located
in the LNGS (Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso, Italy) laboratory. Thanks to the background
suppression provided by about 1400 meters of rock and to the high current 400 kV accelerator,
LUNA is able to investigate cross sections at energies of astrophysical interest (< 400 keV in the
lab system), giving us the unique possibility to reproduce reactions that, in the past, produced
the primordial elements now visible in astrophysical environments such as metal poor stars. In
this paper an overview on nuclear astrophysics and BBN will be given, focusing on the latest
measurements obtained at LUNA.
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1. The Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
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where c is the speed of light, G is the gravitational constant, a the Stefan-Boltzmann constant
and Nν is the number of neutrino families. In the ΛCDM model a value of Nν = 3.04 is assumed [2].
Using the same formalism it’s possible to obtain the time evolution of the Universe density:
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where Ωb = ρρbc is the baryon density expressed in critical density unity where ρc = 3H02 /8π G
with H0 the today Hubble constant value. The neutron to proton ratio could be calculated using the
Standard Model of Particle Physics and, at the freezeout temperature (T = 1010 K) a value n/p ≃
1/6 is assumed [3]. This temperature is related to the period when the equilibrium between neutron
production and destruction thought weak and electromagnetic interactions broke. After that time
the n/p ratio changed due to the free neutron decay:
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where τ is the neutron lifetime [3]. When the temperature of the Universe become lower than
the binding energy of deuteron nucleus (2.2 MeV), the proton capture reaction n(p,γ )2 H took place
2
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The simplest cosmological model that better describes the evolution of our Universe is the
Lambda Cold Dark Matter (ΛCDM) model. This one is based on three important experimental
evidences: the cosmic expansion, the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) radiation and the Big
Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN). The first one was observed by Edwin Hubble and, in the ΛCDM
model, it is included in the Fridman-Lemaître equation. The CMB radiation, discovered by Penzias and Wilson, has been recently measured by the Planck mission [1]. It represents the thermal
radiation left over from the Big Bang i.e. the starting point of the history of Universe. Assuming
the ΛCDM model, this should be a self-consistent theoretical framework only if the CMB radiation
power spectrum and the expansion of the Universe are in agreement each other. Consequentially,
using expansion and CMB radiation measurements in order to fix the cosmological parameters of
the ΛCDM model, it is possible to estimate the primordial abundances using BBN. This theory is
able to predicts the primordial abundances of the “light cosmological nuclei” such as hydrogen,
helium, lithium and beryllium that have been produced during the first 20 minutes after the Big
Bang. However BBN requests other inputs: the temperature and baryon density of the Universe,
the starting number of neutrons respect to protons (n/p ratio) and the cross section of all the nuclear
reactions involved in the production and destruction of the primordial nuclei. The temperature T
and the baryon density (ρb ) of the Universe depend on time and they can be calculated using the
Fridman-Lemaître equation. Assuming a flat Universe dominated by radiation we have:
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Figure 1: Nuclear reactions involved during the BBN era.

and the first nuclei in the Universe had been created. However, in order to have a consistent amount
of deuterium, it was necessary to wait when the Universe temperature decreased to 109 K because,
given to the high radiation density at that time, the newcomer deuterium nuclei were destroyed
through photo-disintegration 2 H(γ ,p)n. This condition is the so called deuterium bottleneck and
fixes the starting point of BBN and corresponds to about three minutes and half after the Big Bang.
Overpassed the deuterium bottleneck, protons, neutrons and deuterons started to produce heavy
isotopes such as 3 H, 3 He, 4 He, 6 Li, 7 Li and 7 Be through the reaction network reported in figure 1.
The production processes continued for about five hours and half. After that period, the Universe became so cold that no nuclear fusion reaction could take place and the survived free neutrons
decayed into protons. At the end of the BBN, the chemical composition of the Universe was completely determined and no new isotopes had been produced until the first stars had been created,
about 500 million years after the Big Bang.

2. Nuclear Astrophysics Deep Underground
In order to calculate the abundances of the primordial elements produced during the BBN
era, the knowledge of the related processes cross sections is needed. These fusion reactions occur
in a very well defined energy range called Gamow window [4]. This one arises from the convolution of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of nuclei in non-degenerate and non-relativistic
stellar plasma with the tunneling probability through the Coulomb barrier between the interacting nuclei. The resulting distribution shows a maximum, the so called Gamow peak at energy
1/3
where Z1 and Z2 are the integral charges of the interacting nuclei, µ is
E0 = 1.22 Z12 Z22 µ T62
the reduced mass of the colliding system expressed in a.m.u. and T6 the temperature in million
Kelvin. For what concern the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis the Gamow peak varies between a few
3
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S(E) = E σ (E)exp(2πη )

(2.1)

where σ (E) is the cross section, E the centre-of-mass (cms) energy in keV and η the Sommerfeld parameter given by:
 µ 1/2
31.29
(2.2)
Z1 Z2
2π
E
The astrophysical S-factor contains all the strictly nuclear effects and for nonresonant reactions this is a smoothly varying function of energy and it varies less rapidly with energy than the
cross section. However the presence of unknown narrow resonances in or near the Gamow window, the tails of broad resonances and/or sub-threshold states, as well as a change in the reaction
mechanism at ultra-low energies could affect on the cross section making the extrapolation procedure extremely dangerous. The only possibility to directly access to BBN energies is to reduce
the cosmic background. This can be achieved by carrying out the cross section measurement in
a deep underground laboratory such as the Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso (LNGS). Here, a
reduction of a factor 106 in muon, 103 in neutron and 104 − 105 in gamma flux is provided. These
optimal condition can be improved by the use of radiation shields, more efficient underground
thanks to the secondary radiation reduction. Since 1998, the Laboratory for Underground Nuclear
Astrophysics (LUNA) experiment is installed at the LNGS, devoted to cross section measurements
at the astrophysical energies of interest [5, 6]. Core of the LUNA experiment is the 400 kV electrostatic accelerator [7]. The high voltage is generated by an Inline-Cockcroft-Walton power supply
capable to provide an high current proton, alpha and 3 He beam at the maximum energy of 400 keV
with precise absolute energy (± 0.3 keV), low spread (< 0.1 keV) and long-term stability (5 eV/h).
The beam is sheared by two lines devoted respectively to gas and solid targets (see figure 2).
In the first case (beam line #1), the electrostatically guided particles impinged on a constant
pressure gas target. The beam current is measured with a constant-gradient calorimeter. This
system is characterized by two sides: one kept at 70◦ C and the other cooled to 0◦ C. The temperature
difference is maintained constant. When the beam hits the calorimeter, less power is necessary to
keep the gradient constant. Starting from the power difference between beam-on and beam-off
conditions it’s possible to calculate the beam current. The gas target is windowless in order to
guarantee the optimum beam energy resolution provided by the accelerator. Because of the absence
of any physical barrier between the gas target (pressure up to 1 mbar) and the ultra high vacuum
in the accelerator (10−7 mbar), a differentially pumped system is necessary. The gas pressure
is controlled by an analog feedback system and logged permanently by a Labview application. In

η=

4
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tents keV to hundreds keV. Consequentially, the nuclear fusion reaction cross sections drop to very
low values down to the femto-barn level. It follows that a direct investigation of thermonuclear reaction in the energy range of interest for BBN is often beyond technical capabilities given that the
signal-to-noise ratio is severely dominated by different unwanted backgrounds. For what concerns
fusion reactions, excluding a possible beam induced background and environmental radiation, the
main contribution to the background comes from cosmic rays interaction both with detectors and
surrounding materials. In a Earth’s surface laboratory, the reaction cross sections are thus measured
at high energies and extrapolated to the BBN energy range. The extrapolation procedure is usual
carried out on the so-called astrophysical S-factor [4] defined by:
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order to shield the system from environmental radioactivity and residual cosmic background, a lead
castle and an anti-radon box could be mounted around the gas target. The reaction gamma rays are
thus detected by an High Purity Germanium, NaI or BGO detectors. The second beam line (beam
line #2) consists in a system of quadrupoles able to focus the beam on a water cooled solid target.
A cooling trap is mounted in order to avoid a possible contamination of the target surface. The
reaction gamma rays are detected by an High Purity Germanium or BGO detector. For charged
particle reactions a single or an array of silicon detectors can be installed. The beam current is
measured using a Faraday cup provided with an electron suppression system. In both lines a set
of Faraday cups and aperture permit to perform a good beam collimation. The LUNA scientific
activity in the last twenty years was mainly devoted to the study of fusion reactions involved in
stars (sun-like stars, RGB, ...) and novae [5, 6]. However, recently the 2 H(α ,γ )6 Li reaction has
been investigated in the BBN energy range [8] and new key reaction from the cosmological point
of view will be investigated in a close future like the 2 H(p,γ )3 He [9] and 3 He(α ,γ )7 Be [10]. This
last one has been already studied at LUNA with the 400 keV machine [11] but new data at higher
energies could be performed with the new 3.5 MeV LUNA-MV machine (details in [10]).

3. Big Bang Nucleosynthesis at LUNA
In the follow a short description of the fusion reactions investigated at LUNA related to BBN
are given. For what concerns the 2 H(p,γ )3 He, it will scheduled to be measured at LUNA at the end
of 2015 and at the beginning of 2016. In this paper a short review on the experimental data present
in literature and a brief discussion on recent LUNA results are reported.
5
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Figure 2: The LUNA (Laboratory for Underground Nuclear Astrophysics) setup. A technical description of
the apparatus is reported in [5, 6].
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Figure 3: The 2 H(α , γ )6 Li astrophysical S-factor. Red dots rapresents the LUNA data points. Previous
measurements are also reported (blue triangles [15], green circle [16], black arrows [17] (upper limits), blue
dashed arrow [18] (upper limits). The blue full line is the theoretical Mukhamedzhanov E1+E2 cross section
curve [19] and in dashed the E1 (long) and E2 (short) single component. We report also the Hammache
teoretical cross section curve (black dot dashed) [20]

3.1 The 2 H(α ,γ )6 Li reaction
6 Li

is one of the heaviest isotopes produced during the BBN. Its abundance is dominated
by two nuclear reaction responsible of the production and destruction of this fragile nucleus: the
2 H(α ,γ )6 Li and the 6 Li(p,α )3 He [12]. However, while the latter reaction rate is well known, the
former has been only recently measured by LUNA in the BBN energy range [8] due to its very low
cross section. For this measurement, a gas target filled with deuterium has been used [13]. If this
setup guarantees a long term target stability, a huge beam induced background has been observed.
This is due to high energy scattered deuterons by the α -beam able to produce neutrons trough
the 2 H(2 H,n)3 He reaction [13, 14]. This fast neutrons interacting with the surrounding materials
produced a (n,n’γ ) gamma background, decreasing the signal to noise value to about one hundredth.
The situation of the 2 H(α ,γ )6 Li before and after LUNA is shown in figure 3.
LUNA data excludes a possible low energy resonant contribution in agreement with the Mukam6
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Figure 4: Comparison between S-factor theoretical calculation [22] and experimental data [23].

hazonov theoretical prediction [8]. Two new very preliminary data points are given at 80 keV and
120 keV. Starting from the experimental data, a 6 Li/H = (0.74±0.16)×10−14 abundance is obtained
using the Smith, Kawano, and Malaney code [21].
3.2 The 3 He(α ,γ )7 Be reaction
Not only 6 Li but also 7 Li was produced during the BBN. The leading reaction in the 7 Li
production is the 3 He(α ,γ )7 Be, where the 7 Be decay in 7 Li through electron capture and consequent
electron neutrino emission. The 3 He(α ,γ )7 Be cross section has already been measured at LUNA
but at energies lower than the one of interest for BBN where this cross section is important for solar
astrophysics [11]. Unfortunately, the LUNA accelerator is not able to reach the BBN energy range.
The measurement of this cross section at higher energies is thus part of the scientific program of
LUNA-MV [10].
A new measurement of the 3 He(α ,γ )7 Be cross section in the BBN energy range could connect
the actual experimental data focused especially on high and low energy regimes, reducing possible
systematics (figure 4).
+0.41
Using the actual S-factor value, a 7 Li/H = (4.89−0.39
)×10−10 abundance is obtained [24].
3.3 The 2 H(p,γ )3 He reaction
The first nucleus produced in the Universe is deuteron. Its production fixes the beginning
of BBN through the deuterium bottleneck. In this sense, primordial deuterium is fundamental in
7
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cosmology and its abundance is strongly related to cosmological parameters such as, for example,
the baryon density Ωb and the effective number of neutrino families Nν [25]. The main source
of uncertainty in the primordial deuterium calculation comes from the 2 H(p,γ )3 He cross section
[25]. Up to now, only a few authors measure this cross section in the BBN energy range with a
precision at the level of 6-10% [26]. As suggested by many authors [1, 25, 27], a new measurement
campaign able to reach a 3% level precision is scheduled at LUNA. This will provide not only
a direct measurement of the 2 H(p,γ )3 He total cross section but also the differential one putting
constraints on ab-initio and χ -EFT calculations. In order to investigate the possible systematics
and backgrounds, a feasibility test has been performed at LUNA in October 2014. A windowless
gas target filled with deuterium at 0.3 mbar pressure has been used. The reaction gammas have been
consequently detected by a HPGe detector. No lead shielding and anti-radon box were provided.
The 2 H(p,γ )3 He peak is shown in figure 5.
A very preliminary analysis seems to show an increase in the cross section respect to the
present literature data.
Two measurement campaigns are planned at LUNA in a close future. The former will measure
the 2 H(p,γ )3 He total cross section at low-medium energies using an high efficiency BGO detector.
The latter, instead, will cover the medium-high energies using a high resolution HPGe detector.
Using this one, the 2 H(p,γ )3 He differential cross section is also obtained. Assuming the present
8
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Figure 5: 2 H(p,γ )3He signal for proton beam energies E p = 380 keV, 340 keV, 259.5 keV, 199.5 keV and
112.5 keV. The beam induced background is visible only when the beam energy approaches the 340 keV
19 F(p,αγ )16 O resonance value.
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data a 2 H/H = (2.65±0.07)×10−5 abundance is obtained [25].

4. Astronomical Observations

5. Conclusions
In figure 6 the comparison between observed and calculated abundances is reported. The
Helium astronomical data are in good agreement with the calculated one (4 He/H = (0.2467 ±
0.0001) [1]) within error bars. A little tension is present for what concerns Deuterium. A larger
number of Nν and a consequent increase of the 2 H(p,γ )3 He cross section is desirable. This last
condition is also requested in order to obtain a good agreement between experimental data and
ab-initio calculations [35–37]. Finally a disagreement is present between the observed Lithium
abundances and astronomical observations. The observed 7 Li is about three time less than the
calculated one (the so called “First Lithium Problem”) while the 6 Li abundance is three orders
9
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The comparison between BBN calculations and astronomical observations is one of the most
important evidence for the Big Bang ΛCDM model. Obviously not all the primordial nuclei could
be detected due to their low abundances values and to the Universe chemical evolution. 2 H abundance can be estimated starting from the absorption lines of very old, and thus far, objects like high
red-shifted quasars [27]. Due to systematics, the 2 H abundance value varies from author to author.
Here we refer to the recent Pettini et al. analysis [28] that provide a 2 H/H = (2.53±0.04)×10−5 .
Excluding tritium, the second primordial nucleus produced during the BBN is the 3 He. Observe its primordial abundance is however really hard given that, during their lives, stars produce
and destroy 3 He. Moreover, up to now we have only local observations that provide a 3 He abundance of 3 He/H = (1.1±0.2)×10−5 [29]. Consequently the primordial 3 He abundance is not established yet [30].
Like for 3 He also 4 He is produced in stars, especially during their main sequence phase. In order to estimate the primordial 4 He is thus necessary to observe HII regions in old galaxies (compact
blue dwarft galaxies) and extrapolate the detected 4 He abundance to the zero metallicity value [24].
Using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo technique, recently Aver et al. have determined the primordial
helium abundance 4 He/H = (0.2534±0.0083) [31].
Primordial Lithium is observed in stellar atmosphere of ancient low-metallicity stars located
in our galaxy halo. Assuming that Lithium has not been depleted at the surface of these stars, the
zero-metallicity abundance observed now correspond to the primordial one. Moreover, the good
spectral resolution recently achieved allows to distinguish between the two isotopes 6 Li and 7 Li
and consequently provide the two respective abundance values. The main contribution to Lithium
+0.35
absorption line comes from 7 Li. The observed abundance is 7 Li/H = (1.58−0.28
)×10−10 [32]. The
6
situation is almost unclear for what concerns the Li detection. Recently, some authors [33] have
pointed out that, by using three-dimentsional model atmospheres and dropping the assumption of
Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (3D NLTE model), many of the 6 Li detections may become
insignificant. However, in some stars such as HD 84937, different 3D NTE models provides different results [34]. If a 6 Li detection is assumed, a 10−11 primordial abundance value should be
considered [34].
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of magnitude higher (“Second Lithium Problem”) [38]. Actually, Lithium abundances remain a
brain-teasers for modern cosmologist but, at the same time, provide a unique possibility to search
for possible new physics scenarios.
2
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Figure 6: Comparison between observed (black horizontal bar) and calculated (blue curves) abundances
versus the baryon density Ωb . The Planck value Ωb h2 = 0.02230±0.00014 [1] is reported as a red vertical
bar. The observed 3 He “local” abundance is shown as a green dashed bar.

Thanks to the good resolution achieved today in Nuclear Physics and Cosmology it’s possible
to predict primordial abundances of the light elements produced during the BBN era. Moreover,
starting from the astronomical observations and cross section measurements, new limits on the
cosmological parameters can be assumed. A new “Nuclear Cosmology” era is thus just started.
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